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Dear Editors,

My MS ID is 1006270834773725. I was revised my manuscript as pointed out previous.

Reviewer: Song-Yi Kim

1. Is the question posed by the authors well defined? The safety endpoint such as results of serum creatinine was not mentioned.---Revised
2. Are the methods appropriate and well described?---Revised
3. Are the data sound? ----Revised
4. Are the discussion and conclusions well balanced and adequately supported by the data?---Revised
5. Are limitations of the work clearly stated?—Revised
6. Do the title and abstract accurately convey what has been found?---Revised
7. Is the writing acceptable?---- I wish to apply for English editing services for my revised manuscript
8. Minor comments---Revised

Reviewer: Yi-Hung Chen

1. When sample size calculation was performed, why 10.2 IU/L was considered a clinically relevant difference between the two groups?---Revised
2. What is the component of placebo capsule? Revised
3. Is there any effort made to keep the FTP quality consistent during the 12-week?---Revised